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Chaotic behaviors of operational amplifiers
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We investigate nonlinear dynamical behaviors of operational amplifiers. When the output terminal of an
operational amplifier is connected to the inverting input terminal, the circuit exhibits period-doubling bifurca-
tion, chaos, and periodic windows, depending on the voltages of the positive and the negative power supplies.
We study these nonlinear dynamical characteristics of this electronic circuit experimentally.
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Chaotic dynamical behaviors have been studied ex
sively during the last 30 years. Recently these phenom
have attracted much attention for applications to various
eas, such as biology, ecology, chemistry, physics, optics,
Accordingly, finding an efficient and simple chaos genera
is still an essential part of accomplishing various appli
tions. Up to now, many optical@1–6# and electronic@7–10#
chaos generators have been introduced.

One class of the simple chaos generators is electronic
cuits. The electronic chaos generators, which have been
veloped up to now, are an inductor-resistor diode@11–15#,
Chua@7#, and inductor-capacitor circuits@16,17#. In the case
of the inductor-resistor-diode circuit, the nonlinear capa
tance of the diode induces chaos in current and in volt
across the diode. In the case of the Chua circuit, the cha
behavior of the circuit is induced by nonlinear~piecewise
linear! negative resistance designed by an operational am
fier, and is characterized by a double scroll type attrac
And in the case of the inductor-capacitor circuit, the circ
designed by using operational amplifiers consist of fo
parts, which are the inductor, the negative resistor, the fo
ing circuits, and the linear capacitor. The combination
these four parts generates chaotic behavior of the total
cuit. Because of their simplicity, these circuits have be
widely used not only for experimental verification of cha
theories but also for the demonstration of recently develo
applications such as chaos synchronization, control, and
cure communication. In this paper we investigate a new e
tronic circuit made with an operational amplifier, abbreviat
OP Amp, which can be a promising candidate for a simp
chaos generator.

An OP Amp is one of the important elements in electro
ics to perform a wide variety of linear operations along w
nonlinear operations. It usually has five terminals: a posit
(V1), an inverting (V2) input, an output (Vo), and positive
(Vc) and negative (Ve) power supplies. In a circuit using thi
OP Amp, when the inverting terminal (V2) is connected
with the output through a resistor, and the positive inp
terminal (V1) is connected to the ground~voltage follower
circuit!, the phase of the output signal is shifted to the inp
signal due to the resistance-capacitance lag network wi
the OP Amp@18#. When the phase shift of the total lag ne
work equals or exceedsp, the system can generate a pe
odic signal.
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In this circuit, various nonlinear dynamical behaviors al
appear at the output terminal of LF357~National Semicon-
ductor Co.!, depending on the applied voltages ofVc andVe ,
even though no input signal is applied to the inverting inp
V2 . However, no report has been made in spite of their r
nonlinearity, as far as we know.

The circuit used for our experiment is shown in Fig.
And the chaotic attractor on voltage and current space
shown in Fig. 2 when the resistor isR520 V. The figure
shows a chaotic folded band attractor. In the detail exp
ment investigating its rich nonlinear dynamical behavio
we directly connect the output terminal with the invertin
input terminal, and the positive input terminal with th
ground. To reduce external noise, we connect 100 nF byp
capacitors between each applied voltage and the gro
Nonlinear dynamical behaviors are investigated as we v
the values ofVc andVe . We measure the time series of th
signal by using a digital storage oscilloscope~LeCroy
9354CL!, whose memory size is 2 Mbyte and sampling tim
is 0.5 nsec for a single channel. The memorized signals
transferred into a personal computer to be analyzed.

Typical examples of the temporal behavior and their sp
trums are displayed in Fig. 3, depending on the value ofVc

when Ve523.72 V. Figures 3~a! through 3~g! show a
period-1 orbit, a period-2 orbit, chaos, type-I intermittenc
period-3 window, another chaos, and type-III intermitten
at Vc52.0, 4.3, 5.5, 6.05, 6.2, 8.0, and 9.7 V, respective
As shown in the spectra on the right-hand sid

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the electronic circuit with an O
Amp that generates chaotic behaviors, whereR is the effective re-
sistance andC is the by-pass capacitor.
©2004 The American Physical Society01-1
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periodic signals show their subharmonic frequencies
chaotic signal exhibits broad band.

We obtain the bifurcation diagram and the maxim
Lyapunov exponent, depending onVc when Ve523.72 V.

FIG. 2. Chaotic attractor of LF357 OP Amp on the voltage a
current space. The current is measured when the 20V resistor is
connected.

FIG. 3. Various nonlinear dynamical behaviors generated fr
the simple OP Amp circuit, depending onVc whenVe523.72 V:
~a! period-1, ~b! period-2, ~c! chaos,~d! type-I intermittency,~e!
period-3, ~f! another chaos, and~g! type-III intermittency, when
Vc52.0 V, Vc54.3 V, Vc55.5 V, Vc56.05 V, Vc56.2 V, Vc

58.0 V, andVc59.7 V, respectively. The figures on the left-han
side are temporal behaviors and those on the right-hand side
their spectra.
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When we obtain the bifurcation diagram, the peak voltage
measured at each period of the output signalVo . Figure 4~a!
exhibits period doubling bifurcation to chaos and a period
window, where period-1 transits to period-2 at 2.3 V,
period-4 at 4.6 V, to period-8 at 4.8 V, and so on. The chao
band transits to a period-3 window through a type-I interm
tency at 6.05 V, and the periodic window transits to anot
wide chaotic band at 7.0 V through period doubling bifurc
tion. This latter chaotic band transits to period-2 throu
type-III intermittency at 9.7 V, which transits to period-1
9.9 V. Figure 4~b! shows the maximal Lyapunov expone
according to the bifurcation diagram. The value of the exp
nent is zero when the circuit exhibits a periodic signal. In
chaotic band, the exponent has positive values, which im
the signal is chaotic.

We also obtain the phase diagram in the parameter sp
of Vc andVe , as shown in Fig. 5. Here at the normal oper
tion condition of an OP Amp nearVc515.0 V and Ve

5215.0 V, the OP Amp generates a fixed dc voltage tha
zero. However, when we vary the voltages ofVc andVe , we
can observe various nonlinear dynamical behaviors suc
periods 1,2,4, . . . , periodic windows, and chaos. Near th
border of the chaos region, the higher order periodicities
found as given in the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 4, althou
they are not presented in this phase diagram because of
narrow band. Inside the chaotic region, we also find perio
windows. A similar diagram also appears in the induct
resistor-diode circuit @19,20#. The straight line at Ve
523.72 is the parametric value where we have obtained
bifurcation diagram shown in Fig. 4. From these data, te
poral behaviors, the bifurcation diagram, and the phase
gram, we can see that this simple circuit generates nonlin
dynamical behaviors in a richer variety than the logistic m
which is the prototype of the chaos model.
re

FIG. 4. Bifurcation diagrams~a! and maximal Lyapunov expo
nent~b! of the LF357 OP Amp, depending onVc in the range from
2.0 V to 11.0 V at Ve523.72 V. This figure shows period
doubling bifurcation and periodic windows.
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Now, let us obtain return maps at two points in the bifu
cation diagram. AtVc56.05 V, before a period-3 window
the circuit exhibits a simple return map onxn versusxn11
space as shown in Fig. 6~a! which is similar to that of an
inductor-resistor-diode circuit@11–15#. When we obtain the
return map onxn versusxn13 space, the map has a chann
between the diagonal line and the local quadratic minim
at pointA as shown in Fig. 6~b!. Because of this channel, th
circuit generates type-I intermittency as shown in Fig. 3~d!
@23–25#. At Vc59.7 V, before the end of the chaotic ban
we obtain the return map onxn versusxn11 space as shown
in Fig. 6~c!. On xn versusxn12 space the map has a loc
cubic structure when it crosses the diagonal line as show
Fig. 6~d!. Because of this structure, the circuit genera
type-III intermittency@26,27# at Vc59.7 V. In our experi-
ment, the return maps of the first and the second cha
bands are similar to those in Figs. 6~a! and 6~c!, respectively.
This means that the structure of the chaotic attracto
changed as passing the periodic window. In these figures
also observe a faint splitting of the return maps. This sp
ting implies that the attractor of the circuit is not a simple b
a high-dimensional one, similar to the attractor of
inductor-resistor-diode circuit@21,22#. In our analysis, the
embedding dimension of the chaotic attractor is higher t
four.

On the other hand, we have investigated the chaotic
haviors of three kinds of OP Amps such as OPA27~Burr
Brown Co.!, LF353, and LF412~National Semiconducto
Co.! for generic characteristics of the OP Amp. All of the
OP Amps also exhibit different patterns of nonlinear beh

FIG. 5. Phase diagram of the circuit with LF357 in the para
eter space ofVc and Ve ~volts!. Various regions of nonlinear dy
namical behaviors such as period-1, period-2, period-4, perio
windows, and chaos are shown.
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iors, including chaos for a certain region ofVc andVe . And
we have observed that each kind of the OP Amps has its
nonlinear dynamical characteristics, such as the bifurca
diagram, the phase diagram in the parameter space ofVc and
Ve , and the return map. It has been also observed even
Amp circuits with the same model of an OP Amp ha
slightly different chaos and periodic window regions in t
parameter space ofVc and Ve due to the slight paramete
mismatch among OP Amps in the manufacturing process

To emphasize, our circuit is basically different from th
other chaotic electronic circuits of Chua and inducto
capacitor circuits. While the latters are designed to hav
negative resistor using an OP Amp, our circuit genera
chaos due to its own characteristic of an OP Amp. So wh
the other circuits consist of many electronic elements,
circuit has only an OP Amp without any electronic eleme
In the Chua circuit, the main role generating chaos is
voltage-current curve of the piecewise linear negative re
tor. However, in our circuit the total phase shift of the la
network within the OP Amp generates chaos.

In conclusion, we have found rich nonlinear dynamic
behaviors in an OP Amp circuit such as period-doubling
furcation to chaos, periodic windows, and intermittenci
We think that this suprisingly simple circuit can be used
real applications very efficiently owing to the simple impl
mentation of chaos. We again expect this circuit can
widely used for easy experimental verification of vario
nonlinear dynamical behaviors studied in theory.

This work is supported by Creative Research Initiatives
the Korean Ministry of Science and Technology.
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FIG. 6. Return maps of the chaotic behaviors atVc56.05 V and
Vc59.7 V: ~a! xn versusxn11 and ~b! xn versusxn13 space for
Vc56.05 V, and~c! xn versusxn11 and ~d! xn versusxn12 space
for Vc59.7 V. HereVe is fixed at23.72 V.
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